Conducting a Data Inventory
Policy Spotlight: Public
Safety

Webinar introduction and today's outcomes
Introducing the data inventory

Agenda

Inventory template and process options
Common inventory questions
Resources and next steps
Highlight: Open Data for Public Safety

The Open Data Webinar Series
• A short-term monthly webinar series open to State
employees and interested parties designed to:

• Build excitement and interest in Oregon’s Open Data
Program
• Provide a high-level overview of Open Data Program phases
and deliverables
• Spotlight use cases and successes in other States
• Showcase examples of open data within Oregon

• Eventual transition to quarterly Open Data Meetup

Outcomes
1
Understand the
purpose of the data
inventory

2
Identify different
options for
approaching the data
inventory

3
Walk through a
sample inventory
completed by EIS

4

5

Share next steps and
resources to assist
Data Coordinators in
conducting the data
inventory

Highlight different
use cases specifically
focused on open data
in the area of Public
Safety

The Data Inventory

Aligning Data Governance and Open Data
Data Governance
• Establish a Data
Governance
Committee or similar
• Identify stewards for
agency data assets
• Establish roadmaps
for data quality and
integrity for data
assets

Open Data
• Identify an agency
data coordinator
• Plan for data
publication/release
• Publish open data
according to biennial
Open Data Plan

Utilize a network of data stewards to:
• Develop an inventory of agency data assets
• Document and contextualize data assets
• Identify privacy and publishing limitations for data
• Prioritize datasets according to value and usefulness

Data Inventory Mandate
ORS 276A.353 (2)(d)
The Chief Data Officer shall:

ORS 276A.365 (c)(B)
State agencies shall:

Create an enterprise data inventory that accounts for all
datasets used within agency information systems and
that indicates whether each dataset may be made
publicly available and if the dataset is currently available
to the public. The enterprise data inventory is a public
record.

(c)Strengthen data management and release practices to
ensure agency data assets are managed and maintained
throughout the asset’s lifecycle by:
(B) Creating and maintaining an inventory of agency
information resources to be included in the enterprise
data inventory

Data Inventory Expectations
• State agencies will provide the Chief Data Officer with an inventory of critical
information assets*, using the Data Inventory Template
• Agencies are expected to initiate the inventory on or before October 1, 2021
• Deadline for submitting the inventory is March 1, 2022
• Agencies seeking an exception to the deadline are expected to submit a memo and
inventory plan/timeline by March 1, 2022 and submit data on an ongoing, quarterly
basis until inventory is completed
• Inventory will be updated on a biennial basis
*Inventorying "all data used within agency information systems" is a difficult initial task. This initial inventory has a narrower scope
to allow agencies the ability to complete the first inventory within the expected timeframe

Defining Critical Data Assets
Relied upon by
multiple parties

Frequently
requested

Core to business
functions

Used in decisionmaking

Suggested Data Inventory Options
Identify datasets Start and end with identifying datasets in use within
directly
the agency
Identify data
sources

Identify systems that house or maintain data and
list datasets contained within those systems

Identify business Conduct a business process inventory and identify
processes
the datasets that support those functions

Option: Identify Datasets from Data Systems
Data Systems
• Identify
critical
systems
where agency
data is
created or
maintained

Brainstorm
Datasets
• Determine
which
datasets exist
within those
systems

Data Inventory
• Log the
datasets in
the inventory
spreadsheet

Option: Identify Datasets from Business Functions
Function

Processes

Datasets

Client Data

Determine
Eligibility

Employer/income
data
Denials/Appeals
data

Provide workforce
education to lowincome clients

Program
attendance data
Skills training
Testing and scoring
data

Requesting a Deadline Exception
• Agencies may request an exception to the March 1, 2022 deadline if they:
• Are an agency of 500+ FTEs, or
• Have enough data source systems or program areas that completing an inventory in six
months is a demonstrable resource burden
• The exception must include:
• An initial submission of data as part of the quarterly data submission process
• A timeline and inventory of which areas within the agency will be inventoried when
• A plan to submit data on a quarterly basis to the Chief Data Office in support of the
enterprise inventory

Common Inventory Questions
• What is a “dataset”?

• According to ORS 276A.350, a dataset is “a named collection of related records,
maintained on a storage device, that contains data organized, formatted or structured in
a specific or prescribed way.” The agency data inventory is focused specifically upon
datasets that are directly related to the mission of the agency who collects, creates,
maintains, aggregates, or otherwise utilizes them.

• How granular should the data inventory be?

• This will be dependent upon the agency, but the inventory should contain datasets at a
level that is granular enough to provide detail regarding expected use and supported
business functions. The datasets should not be so granular that individual tables or data
elements are listed.

• Should an agency include datasets they receive from, or report to, a federal
program? What about datasets the agency purchases from a vendor?

• If the agency creates, collects, maintains, or is mandated to care for or control the data,
related datasets should be included in the data inventory. If another public body
maintains custodianship of the data, related datasets should not be included in the data
inventory.

Common Inventory Questions
• If an agency has level 4 classified data, should it be listed on the enterprise
data inventory?

• Datasets which contain data that may not be publishable should still be included in the
data inventory. The intent is to capture datasets used by agencies in support of their
program areas and agency mission, regardless of data sensitivity or classification.

• Will the enterprise data inventory be published?

• Inventories received from agencies will be aggregated into an enterprise data inventory
that will be made publicly available on data.oregon.gov. Some fields from the inventory
may not be included in the final dataset (specifically, data steward names and contact
information).

• Have other states experienced an increase in public records requests as a
result of publishing an enterprise data inventory?

• Chief Data Officers within other states have not noted an increase in public records
requests due to the publication of an enterprise data inventory.

Inventory Resources

What Now?

Data Inventory Template
Data Coordinator’s Handbook

Pages 2-8 discuss the inventory
Exception Memo Template

Identify Data Coordinator

Find Subject Matter Experts

Create a Plan

Appoint your Data Coordinator to lead the
inventory effort

Subject Matter Experts will assist the Data
Coordinator in the inventory process

Determine the strategy and timeline for
completing your inventory
Initiate Inventory by October 1, 2021

Demonstration: Data Inventory Template

Open Data Case Studies:

Public Safety

Thank you
and Questions
Kathryn Helms
Kathryn.helms@oregon.gov

Next Month’s Webinar:
Open Data Publication
June 18, 2021 (10-11am PST)

